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How Lookout addresses the
Monetary Authority of Singapore’s
advisory on public cloud adoption

COMPLIANCE BRIEF

Financial institutions (FIs) have long been considered highvalue targets for cyber adversaries. Complicating the matter
for those responsible for security, hybrid work has dispersed
users everywhere, a mixture of unmanaged and managed
devices (including mobile and BYOD) now facilitate daily work,
sensitive data traverses beyond the secured perimeter – all
while cloud transformation continues to march on. Given the
interconnectedness of the financial ecosystem and borderless
nature of cyberthreats, legacy cyber security solutions

MAS’s common key risks
and control measures
MAS’s advisory outlined five considerations for
Singaporean FIs before adopting public cloud
services, including:
1. Developing a public cloud risk management

designed for on-premises use are falling short — unable to

strategy that takes into consideration the

continually protect wherever data goes. Now more than ever,

unique characteristics of public cloud services.

there is a need to embrace new cyber security technologies
and processes not only to adapt to the changes, but to meet
industry compliance and regulations.
Digital transformation efforts in the financial services sector
have been in motion for many years. Yet, when the COVID-19
pandemic hit, FIs were forced to accelerate the adoption
of new technologies to ensure operational and business
continuity, while pushing cyber security considerations to the
backburner. At a time when minimizing physical contact and
exposure were key, many FIs turned to Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) to extend their banking operations reach and to migrate
previous hosted on-premises, or inside Cloud Infrastructure

2. Implementing strong controls in areas such as
Identity and Access Management (IAM), cyber
security, data protection and cryptographic
key management.
3. Expanding the FI’s cyber security operations to
include security of public cloud workloads.
4. Managing cloud resilience, outsourcing,
vendor lock-in and concentration risks.
5. Ensuring FI’s staff have adequate skills to
manage public cloud workloads and risks.

as a Service (IaaS) compute environments. This abrupt change
introduced countless cloud applications to allow data to flow
where needed — creating a vast threat surface without the
visibility and control FIs previously had within their perimeter.
As Singapore positions itself as a key regional and global
financial hub, the financial sector of the nation must work
together to manage cyber risks and strengthen cyber
resilience to uphold its standing, and enable continued
innovation and performance.
To support this effort, the Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS) MAS/TCRS/2021/03 advisory addresses technology
and cybersecurity risks associated with public cloud. In the
document, MAS identifies key risks and control measures
that FIs should consider before adopting cloud services of
any type.
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Control data wherever it goes with Lookout
Cloud is more than a technology, it’s a business catalyst. The Lookout Security Platform ensures
FIs can achieve their transformation goals — securely — and comply with the MAS advisory by
protecting applications and data from endpoint to cloud.
Lookout’s Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) functionality

With Lookout, FIs can dynamically control precise access with

offers deep visibility, powerful end-to-end data protection,

deep understanding of how users behave, their risk level,

adaptive access control, advanced threat protection,

and the types of data they access and share. Supporting a

automated posture management, and centralized

flexible deployment model, including both API, and inline

compliance and governance for FIs embracing cloud

forward/reverse proxy modes, Lookout gives FIs control over

applications. Designed for maximum protection, FIs can

all endpoints and applications regardless of whether they are

address the full breadth of their cloud security challenges

managed or not. Additionally, Lookout ensures the FIs stay

through a single platform, while ensuring that confidential

in command across multi-cloud environments to maintain

data is always protected.

continual compliance, while protecting sensitive intellectual
property, by restricting how data is handled.

How Lookout addresses the Monetary Authority of Singapore’s
advisory on public cloud adoption
Achieving the standards put forth by MAS requires putting the appropriate technologies and processes in place.
Lookout provides key technical capabilities that are directly aligned with the MAS recommendations as outlined below.

Unique Characteristics of Public Cloud Services

MAS Advisory

•

(4) Certain risks that arise from public cloud usage need

Lookout Capabilities

•

Lookout Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM/SSPM)

to be managed differently from traditional on-premises IT

performs automated assessments and remediation of SaaS and

infrastructure risks. A key difference is the cloud metastructure,

IaaS environments to detect misconfigurations and enforce

which is used for centralized administration of public cloud

security guardrails to prevent account compromise.

resources, and is often remotely accessible. Misconfiguration
or poor cyber hygiene could result in unauthorized access
to the cloud metastructure and compromise the security of
information assets that FIs place in the public cloud.

•

With Lookout, security is consistent regardless of who is using
it, how it’s being used and which cloud services it flows through.
Lookout CASB functionality provides visibility and access
controls to all cloud applications and infrastructure. Popular
clouds and apps supported include:
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•

•

(5) FIs should be aware that responsibilities for the

•

Collaboration & Email

administration, cyber security, and resilience of applications,

•

Office 365

operating system, virtual network, data and cloud workloads

•

Google Workplace

differ across Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-

•

Slack

Service (PaaS) and SaaS models.

•

Box

•

Dropbox

(6) FIs should establish a cloud risk management strategy
tailored to their respective needs, taking into consideration the

•

unique characteristics of public cloud services and the risks
unique to each cloud service model.

•

Enterprise apps
•

Salesforce

•

ServiceNow

•

SAP SuccessFactors

•

SAP C4C

•

Workday

•

Adobe Marketing Cloud

IaaS clouds
•

Amazon Web Services

•

Microsoft Azure

•

Google Cloud Platform

In addition, Lookout supports the ability to integrate and
protect other applications, including ‘custom apps,’ or those
hosted in private clouds.
•

Designed specifically to protect cloud infrastructure and
applications, Lookout’s CASB functionality provides intricate
knowledge to inform risk management strategies, including
the capability to know what data you have, where it is located
and how to protect it. Beyond sanctioned cloud applications,
Lookout CASB cloud monitoring also includes a Shadow IT
dashboard for visibility into unsanctioned cloud applications
to reveal which applications are in use and the
associated risks.
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Identity and Access Management (IAM)

MAS Advisory

•

(14) FIs using multiple public cloud services may need to

Lookout Capabilities

•

Lookout fully supports the MAS advisory through a fully

centrally manage security policies over the use of different

integrated security platform that includes mobile end-

public cloud services and ensure that the policies are

point, CASB, SASE, and ZTNA secure remote access. This

consistently enforced. FIs may consider adopting solutions

360-degree security solution converges Zero Trust, visibility,

such as Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) or Secure Access

data protection, threat protection, and compliance to eliminate

Service Edge (SASE) to facilitate policy implementation,

swivel chair management.

enforcement, and timely follow-up on non-compliance issues.
CASB solutions manage connections between cloud users and
CSPs to enforce security and compliance policies for public
cloud services. SASE are solutions that combine networking
and security services, which may include the capabilities of
CASB, to enforce security and compliance policies for public
cloud services.

Being identity and context driven, the Lookout security
platform constantly authenticates users and applies policies
based on Zero Trust adaptive access controls to help FIs
manage the access and usage of all cloud services. Lookout’s
security platform integrates with leading Identity management
solutions – such as Azure AD, Okta, Ping and Thales, to create
and apply access policies to login actions and enable Zero
Trust access to cloud services. Combining IAM solutions and
Lookout’s cloud security controls offers FIs fine-grained access
control over login activities over SaaS and IaaS applications.
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Securing Applications in Public Cloud

MAS Advisory

•

•

(15) FIs migrating legacy applications to the public cloud or

Lookout Capabilities

•

Lookout CASB platform supports application migration to

adopting cloud-native approaches such as microservices

the cloud and cloud-native applications by applying a Zero

architecture, containers and Application Programming

Trust approach to all. In accordance with MAS, key elements

Interfaces (APIs), should adopt prevailing best practices in the

include, end-to-end Zero Trust security delivered via extension

design, implementation, maintenance and operations of the

of CASB controls to private applications, and full application

public cloud workload. FIs should consider adopting zero-trust

cloaking — preventing exposure of internal applications to the

principles in the architecture design, where access to public

Internet and reducing the risk of data exposure, and agentless

cloud services and resources is evaluated and granted on a per-

access to specific services. The CASB solution also includes

request and need-to basis.

predefined data loss prevention (DLP) templates to allow FIs to

(16) Where applications are developed for the public cloud
environment, FIs are reminded to adopt appropriate Secure
Software Development Life Cycle (SSDLC) processes, conduct
robust threat modelling, and implement prevailing best
practices in software security (e.g. using Open Web Application
Security Project “OWASP” guides and frameworks). Should FIs

migrate to the cloud, while staying in compliance. With countryspecific settings, the Lookout encryption and key management
architecture allows cloud applications to selectively encrypt
data based on pre-set requirements. For greater security,
encryption keys are exclusively retained by the FI and not
shared externally with cloud service providers.

use a continuous development-operations process (“DevOps”),

Lookout CASB not only secures sensitive data in case of a

security should be embedded throughout the Continuous

breach, but can also help identify “Safe Harbor” exemptions to

Integration/Continuous Development (CI/CD) toolchain. FIs

the breach notification laws, which recognize that if your data

should adopt DevSecOps, which is the practice of automating

is adequately encrypted or “rendered unintelligible,” and no

and integrating IT operations, quality assurance and security

third-party has access to the encryption keys, then there are

practices in their software development process.

Safe Harbor exemptions from notification, and legal liability.
To support access on a per-request and need-to basis, the
Lookout Security Platform includes Enterprise Digital Rights
Management (e-DRM). Based upon policy and current risk level,
the platform functionality dynamically encrypts sensitive data
so that only authorized, designated recipients are able to open
it. And at any time, Lookout CASB modifies or revokes access
— stopping user access in real-time to protect confidential data
on lost or stolen devices.
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•

DevSecOps is currently a growing trend, rather than an
absolute. Like any other practice, while it is an improvement,
it is not void of human error. Because of this, it is important to
layer in monitoring and benchmarking of IaaS posture to reveal
errors and misconfigurations that could expose a vulnerable
attack surface. Lookout CASB includes CSPM, which performs
automated assessments of the FI cloud landscape against the
MAS Advisory to prevent data loss due to misconfigurations.
Additionally, the Lookout CSPM capability offers built-in autoremediation capabilities to reduce operational complexity in
managing resources across multiple cloud applications and
ensures alignment with the advisory for IaaS environments.

Data Security and Cryptographic Key Management

MAS Advisory

•

(21) FIs should implement appropriate data security measures

Lookout Capabilities

•

With the knowledge of DLP, e-DRM allows FIs to encrypt

to protect the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data in

all sensitive content — while at rest, and in flight. e-DRM

the public cloud, taking into consideration data-at-rest, data-in-

within Lookout’s CASB capability protects the integrity

motion and data-in-use where applicable.

and confidentiality of sensitive data in the public cloud by

a) For data-at-rest i.e. data in cloud storage, FIs may implement
additional measures e.g. data object encryption, file encryption
or tokenization in addition to the encryption provided at the
platform level.
b) For data-in-motion i.e. data that traverses to and from, and
within the public cloud, FIs may implement session encryption
or data object encryption in addition to the encryption
provided at the platform level.

automatically encrypting personal information and related
workflows during downloads to user devices for last-mile data
protection. Within the CASB dashboard, organizations can
define e-DRM policies to permit file access and downloads on
managed devices only, and restrict access to authorized users
who are granted permission to decrypt downloaded files.
Additional protections include:
•

and downloaded by internal and external users,

c) For data-in-use i.e. data that is being used or processed in
the public cloud, FIs may implement confidential computing
solutions if available from the CSPs. Confidential computing
solutions protect data by isolating sensitive data in a protected,
hardware-based computing enclave during processing.

Full visibility and data ownership: See all data accessed

including customers, vendors, and partners.
•

Decryption key management: Power to revoke
decryption keys and stop user access in real-time to
protect confidential data on lost or stolen devices.
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How Lookout supports MAS advisory on public cloud adoption
Securing Applications in Public Cloud

MAS Advisory

•

•

(27) To maintain holistic cyber situational awareness of

Lookout Capabilities

•

To provide full visibility and monitoring of public cloud

information assets, FIs should avoid performing security

workloads, Lookout CASB integrates with multiple SIEM

monitoring of on-premise applications or infrastructure, and

solutions including, HP ArcSight, IBM QRadar, McAfee

public cloud workloads in silo. FIs should feed cyber-related

Enterprise Security Manager, LogRhythm and Splunk,

information on public cloud workloads into their respective

extending the log collection from on-premises devices to

enterprise-wide IT security monitoring services to facilitate

the cloud to provide in-depth analysis and control over the

continuous monitoring and analysis of cyber events.

activities across the enterprise, cloud, SaaS and mobile
environments. Through the integration, CASB pushes the logs

(28) FIs should also ensure that their incident response,

to the SIEM system for centralized analysis and reporting of an

handling and investigation processes are adapted for public

organization’s security events.

cloud workloads.
•

Lookout CASB aggregates and correlates threat data from
across enterprise networks, clouds, SaaS, and mobile
environments to alert organizations of the earliest signs of
threat behaviors to facilitate quick mitigation of attacks and
to stop data breaches. Combined with Lookout User and
Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA), which continuously assesses
users, devices and activities to detect high-risk anomalous
behavior and remediate potential threats, FIs have access to
proactive security and real-time alerts with detailed logs for any
additional incident response actions.

•

To support cloud workloads, Lookout UEBA offers point and
click incident analysis with a rich set of attributes including,
the locations from where logins take place (geo-logins), source
IP addresses, and devices used. To further investigations,
Lookout Insights Investigate feature enables administrators
to analyze all activities occurring in the cloud, view incidents
that involve policy violations, assign a level of severity to each
incident, and specify necessary remediation. With this feature,
administrators are able to capture crucial details on each
incident source.
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Vendor Lock-in and Concentration Risk Management
Securing Applications in Public Cloud

MAS Advisory

•

(34) FIs should establish a process to assess their exposure

Lookout Capabilities

•

Lookout ensures organizations stay in control across multi-

to CSP lock-in and concentration risk. Such risk evaluation

cloud environments. While most CASB solutions offer one

should be performed when FIs are planning to enter into

deployment mode, Lookout offers multiple modes for

an outsourcing arrangement with a CSP and re-performed

maximum use case coverage, and visibility and control over all

periodically as part of the FIs’ strategic planning, risk

users, all devices, and all cloud services.

management and internal control review of the
outsourcing arrangement.

As part of strategic risk management, Lookout provides a way
to oversee CSPs through a single platform with unified policies.
Using far-reaching monitoring with centralized reporting and
control, FIs will reduce operational complexity for a better
user experience and be able to more quickly identify and
remediate incidents.

Protect and comply using
the Lookout Security Platform
As the financial sector of Singapore continues to migrate to, and

To see for yourself how the Lookout Security Platform

collaborate in, the cloud, FIs will need intricate knowledge and

helps achieve security visibility and protection across

control of data and how users behave. Lookout’s Security Platform

endpoints to the cloud, while it reduces risks, improves

provides a single solution that brings together key tenants of

user experience, and reduces operational complexity,

today’s security – CASB, SASE, ZTNA and Mobile Threat Defense,

contact us for a no-obligation demonstration.

enabling a Zero Trust architecture that reinstates the control and
confidence security teams once had within the network perimeter.
With all tools needed to maintain visibility and control of multicloud environments in one place, FIs are able to freely transform
their operations and technologies to meet business goals, and
deliver customer value. All while secure in the knowledge they are
protected, and have reduced the risk of disruption and breaches.
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About Lookout
Lookout is an integrated endpoint-to-cloud security company. Our mission is to
secure and empower our digital future in a privacy-focused world where mobility
and cloud are essential to all we do for work and play. We enable consumers and
employees to protect their data, and to securely stay connected without violating
their privacy and trust. Lookout is trusted by millions of consumers, the largest
enterprises and government agencies, and partners such as AT&T, Verizon, Vodafone,
Microsoft, Google, and Apple. Headquartered in San Francisco, Lookout has offices in
Amsterdam, Boston, London, Sydney, Tokyo, Toronto and Washington, D.C. To learn
more, visit www.lookout.com and follow Lookout on its blog, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
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